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ABSTRACT
Testing and debugging language Virtual Machines (VMs) is a labori-
ous task without the proper tooling. This complexity is aggravated
when the VM targets multiple architectures. Simulation-based VM
generator frameworks allow one to write test cases on the simulation,
however they do not ensure the correctness of the generated artifact
due to the semantic gap between the environments.

In this article we propose Test Transmutation. It extends simulation-
based VM generator frameworks to also generate simulation test
cases and execute them on the generated VMs. It extends such
frameworks to translate test cases and applies differential testing and
non-semantic-preserving mutations. Test Transmutation detects bugs
that are representative of typical VM modifications. Moreover, we
apply it to a set of real test cases of the Pharo VM and find several is-
sues. Our approach shows promising results to test simulation-based
VM generator frameworks.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM
Testing and debugging Virtual Machines (VMs) is a laborious task
without the proper tooling, which is aggravated when the VM tar-
gets multiple architectures [5]. To cope with the elevated cost of
building language VMs, approaches such as VM generation frame-
works [9, 11, 13, 15, 20, 25, 33], Metacircular VMs [28, 31, 32]
and simulation-based VM generators [15, 20, 24, 25] were created.

Simulation-based VM generators allow VM developers to debug
and develop in a simulation environment. Simulation environments
allow developers to apply automated unit testing on the VM. Let’s
consider for example the VM code depicted in Listing 1. The test
cases show that this primitive works in both the simulation and
generated VM. However if we remove the type annotation, the gener-
ated VM does not work anymore: it casts a float to an int, producing
unexpected results which are not detected by simulation test cases.
Similar problems have been informally reported for other simulation-
based VM generator frameworks such as RPython [26].

1 primitiveNaturalLogarithm

2 <var: receiver type: #double>

3 | receiver |

4 receiver := self stackFloatValue: 0.

5 self successful ifFalse: [ ↑ self primitiveFail ].

6 self putOnStackTopFloatObjectOf:

7 (self cCode: [ receiver log ]

8 inSmalltalk: [ receiver ln ])

Listing 1: Excerpt of VM code showing specific simulation code
and type annotations ignored during simulation.

Problem Statement. Using simulation-based VM generators cre-
ates a semantic gap [6] due to the differences between the simu-
lated and generated VMs e.g., typing, memory management, integer
semantics, etc. The simulation environments is therefore not func-
tionally equivalent [23] to the target production environments. We
have observed that in current state-of-the-art simulation-based VM
generators, testing only the simulated VMs is not enough.

Solution. We propose to extend simulation-based VM generator
frameworks to also generate simulation test cases and execute them
on the generated VMs. We compare the test results using differential
testing [19] to validate that the simulated VM and the generated VM
are working properly. Moreover, to minimize the impact of semantic
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gaps on test cases we mutate them [16]. Test cases with different test
results, mutated or not, are evidence of bugs.

We performed an empirical analysis by applying our approach
to a subset of the Pharo VM test cases. Although this VM has been
stable and industrially-used for several years, we found bugs on the
VM generation toolchain and the simulation. Our analysis found
promising results to test simulation-based VM generators.

2 TEST TRANSMUTATION

Figure 1: Test Transmutation overview. We generate test cases
with the VM and compare their results through differential test-
ing. Mutations increase the number and variety of test cases.

We propose Test Transmutation to generate the VM test cases with
the VM (cf. Figure 1). We execute both simulated and generated test
cases using differential testing [19] to detect execution differences.
A core insight of the solution is that regardless of the differences
between simulated and generated code, test cases are always self-
validating and have a deterministic and discrete result: they either
are a success, or they fail in an assertion check or a runtime error.
Our differential testing process relies on this self-validating property
to build the test oracle: two test cases have equivalent behavior if
they both pass or if they both fail.

Generating the test cases along with the VM presents two main
challenges. First, generated test cases suffer from semantic gaps sim-
ilar to the ones found in VMs. Second, the existing and maintained
VM test cases will in general successfully execute, making them
poor inputs for the differential testing process.

To address these two challenges, we extend our approach with
automatic non-semantic-preserving mutations [10]. Mutated test
cases are expected to keep behaving similarly when executed in the
simulated and the generated VMs. For example, if a mutation breaks
a test case on the simulation, the mutated test case should also be
broken when executed on the generated code. A non-equivalence of
test results shows that there is a bug.

Simulated code Generated code Differential

✓ Passing ✓ Passing ✓ Equivalent
✗ Failing ✗ Failing ✓ Equivalent
✓ Passing ✗ Failing ✗ Non-Equivalent (bug!)
✗ Failing ✓ Passing ✗ Non-Equivalent (bug!)

Table 1: Truth table to compare test case results

2.1 Differential Testing of Test Cases
We check for functional equivalence of both simulated and generated
VMs by applying differential testing [19] and validating whether a
test case has similar results in both. We approached test result by
implementing a heuristic-based oracle. Our heuristic differentiates
test results in a binary way: a test case either passes or fails. We
consider that a test case passes in the well-known usage of the word:
its execution, including the check for assertions, must complete
without problems. We consider that a test case fails if anything
prevents it from reaching the end of its execution, i.e., in our case
failures happen because of four different reasons: the VM generator
rejects the program, the generated source code does not compile,
an unexpected runtime error happens or an assertion check fails.
Notice that we do not filter-out compilation errors, because they may
indicate bugs in the VM generator itself.

Table 1 summarizes the behavior of our oracle. When the test
results are the same (i.e., both success or both failure), we consider
that the differential test case passes and no bug was found. When the
test case results differ, we consider that the test case reveals a bug.

2.2 Test Case Variations with
Non-Semantic-Preserving Mutations

Since we generate test cases from existing simulation test cases, the
test cases suffer from semantic gaps and they all have poor variations
in their results because they are maintained to pass. We tackle this
issue by applying non-semantics-preserving mutations on the test
cases. Mutations create more inputs allowing one to gain confidence
in the correctness of the generation. Our main observation here is
that applying mutations to the original simulated test cases should
keep the generated counterpart functionally equivalent. In other
words, if a mutant breaks a simulated test case, we expect it to break
the generated test case too. Also, if a test case is still passing in
spite of a mutant, we expect the generated test case to be passing
as well. Therefore we validate mutants with the same process of
differential testing explained in the previous section. We perform
non-semantics-preserving mutations of the test cases passing in both
environments.

3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS
3.1 Experimentation Platform
We applied Test Transmutation to the Virtual Machine of the Pharo
language implementation. Pharo is an object-oriented dynamically-
typed language from the Smalltalk tradition [7]. The Pharo VM is
an industrial level Virtual Machine written in Pharo itself and gen-
erating a C version using a VM-specific generator called the Slang
VM generator [15]. The VM generator is in charge of generating
from high-level object-oriented Pharo code, low-level functional/im-
perative C code and applying VM specific optimizations to it. Most
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debugging and development happens in the simulation environment
and is compiled to a machine executable VM [20, 25]. The Pharo
VM has around 1000 unit test cases [24] written in the simulation
environment, covering the bytecode interpreter, the language native
functions, and the Just-In-Time compiler. These test cases are ex-
ecuted with different parameters configuring different word sizes
(32/64 bits) and processor architectures (x86, x86-64, ARM32 and
ARM64). Notice that since the VM is used in industry for several
years, we expect that the VM is stable and that few bugs may be
present in the source code.

To evaluate the capability of Test Transmutation to find bugs in
existing test cases, we apply our approach on a subset of the existing
VM test suite [1]. Since the full set of test cases are originally written
in plain Pharo and not meant to be translated, their generation was
not available out of the box: test cases use many idioms not supported
by the Slang VM generator. In this article we focused on a subset of
the available test cases, namely the memory management test cases.
They cover the implementation of a generational scavenger collector
and a mark-compact collector for older objects [30].

3.2 Prototype Results
Table 2 reports on the status of the compilation of the test cases.
Currently, the 256 initial test cases are passing in the simulation.
238 of them are passing in the generated VM for Ubuntu 20.0 and
x64. The remaining 16 test cases use more complex features not yet
supported by our prototype implementation.

From the existing 256 test cases we generate a total 494 mutants.
The mutants are generated by using coverage directed mutant cre-
ations to only create mutants that are in the path of at least one test
case. The execution of the test cases also uses coverage information
to only execute necessary test cases for each mutant. Every exe-
cuted test case for each mutant is executed in both the simulated and
generated VM for Ubuntu x64.

3.3 Result Analysis
Note that since the VM has been used industrially for several years
now, we expect that the VM is stable and that few bugs may be
present in the source code. However, in the current prototype imple-
mentation we detects three bugs with 23 different mutations.

Stack Allocation Simulation Issues. The simulation does not
take into account that stack allocations are freed as soon as the
allocating function returns. The tests cases were failing, causing
memory access violations because of an implicit, required inlining.

Division Differences. In Pharo the division is computed by the
method #/, which returns an exact result and #//, which truncates the
result. In C however, both selector are translated to the / operator.
The mutants break the simulated VM but not in the generated VM.

Runtime Assertion Differences. Runtime assertions check for
invariants to eagerly prevent complex scenarios such as memory
corruptions. On the one hand, invariant assertions in the VM stops
the execution and fails tests. On the other hand, invariant assertions
log an error and continue the execution. 21 mutants produce test
cases passing in the generated VM but not in the simulated VM

4 RELATED WORK
Equivalence Modulo Input proposes to create functionally equiva-
lent test input programs. Those test input programs are created by
applying mutations on dead code [17, 18] or semantic-preserving mu-
tations on live code [29]. Our solution applies instead non-semantic-
preserving mutation on live code.

Many works uses automated mutations to guide test case genera-
tion [12, 14, 22]. Papadakis et al. [21] identify that many approaches
present type I errors because of the subsumed mutant threat, that
creates irrelevant mutants that inflate mutant scores and skew results,
altering conclusions. Such threat does not apply to our work, be-
cause we only use mutants to generate new test cases and we do not
compare two testing approaches nor measure mutation scores.

Several work have applied mutations on simulation-based mod-
els outside of Virtual Machines. Rutherford et al. [27] present an
automated approach on top of distributed system simulations using
mutations. Aichernig et al. [2–4] present a mutation-testing approach
for UML models. To the best of our knowledge, Test Transmutation
is the first approach applying mutation-based testing for Virtual Ma-
chines, and particularly, Virtual Machine simulation environments.

PharoJS [8] validates generation from Pharo to Javascript with
application test cases. The Pharo environment execute the test case
in both Pharo and Javascript environments. It executes the test case
in Javascript by sending messages to the Javascript environment
rather than compiling the test cases. Moreover PharoJS does not
apply mutations.

5 CONCLUSION
This paper describes a novel technique to test simulation-based VM
generator we call Test Transmutation. It extends simulation-based
VM generator frameworks to support the generation of test cases,
to then apply differential testing between simulated and production
VMs. We apply non-semantic-preserving mutations to increment test
variability and minimize the impact of semantic gaps introducing
during test generation. We apply our prototype implementation on
the Pharo VM executing it on real test cases. Our preliminary evalua-
tion shows that our approach detects bugs and translation differences
on a an existing VM that is stable and has many users. In the future
we plan to investigate how Test Transmutation can be extended with
VM specific mutations, test suite reduction and support testing of
JIT compilers.
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